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1 Introduction 

 

1.1 Background 

 

A fundamental change is happening in the way mobile networks are been used. Traditionally, 

mobile networks have been used to serve communication needs of human-to-human 

communications (H2H), which has been also the design basis for them. However, nowadays 

machines are more and more using the same mobile networks to serve their communication 

needs.  

 

The application behind these machines can be used for various purposes and to serve different 

needs of various industries, as well as helping to satisfy needs of consumer customers and 

improving their quality of life. Typical examples of M2M are for example smart metering 

(i.e. water, power and gas), tracking things and remote maintenance of assets. This mixture of 

different use cases and the unique solutions realized on top of proprietary technologies and 

applications are referred as verticals, in opposite to a one platform fits all kind of a horizontal 

model. This kind of machine communication scenario, including at least one communicator 

whose traffic is not directly generated by a human, the communication occurrence does not 

necessarily need human interaction or the amount of needed human intervention is rather 

small, is called machine-to-machine communication (M2M), or alternatively machine-type 

communications (MTC) [1]. 

 

It has been discussed and predicted that, in the future most of the users in mobile networks 

will be M2M type [2]. This ongoing growth of M2M usage is offering new opportunities and 

sources of revenue, as the vertical market is opening to the telecommunications industry, but 

it brings challenges as well. Enhanced packet technologies and their good availability are 

enabling more and more devices and complicated applications to be connected. But at the 

same time this means whole new considerations for developing and designing current and 

future mobile networks and user equipment. For the telecommunications industry, it would be 
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beneficial to keep the number of connected devices and sources of revenue growing, and be 

able to address the needs of the different verticals with a harmonized horizontal solution. The 

new ways of using mobile networks and the new business opportunities are the top two 

reasons why M2M is so important to be analyzed and why this study is done. 

 

1.2 The study 

 

The study is based on traffic and network measurements from a mobile operator‟s network. 

The measurements are making it possible to get up-to-date information about current M2M 

usage in a real mobile network, and it is also possible to study the general characteristics of 

M2M traffic and different use cases from bottom-up perspective. As the M2M market is 

highly fragmented and consisting of uniquely built solutions, centralized analysis is a way to 

start harmonizing the diversity of different M2M solutions. 

 

The network connection of M2M is not necessarily achieved only by using 3GPP mobile 

networks, but instead for example technologies such as Ethernet or Wi-Fi can be used. 

However, the scope of this thesis is only in the M2M using 3GPP (Third Generation 

Partnership Project) mobile cellular networks as their access method. This is due to a huge 

growth potentiality in the use of cellular access, nearly full coverage and the large 

involvements of the standardization entities. Also, for example in a study “M2M Service 

Enablement Services” by Beechman Research Ltd, cellular was the most popular connection 

method according to their survey [3].  

 

The thesis is limited to study only the part of M2M which uses packet switched (PS) type of 

data connections, even though it is possible to build M2M application on top of voice or SMS 

services, and in fact many M2M scenarios are still based on SMS [4]. This outlining is done 

based on the assumption, that future implementations and deployments of M2M applications 

will be done increasingly through PS services, as they are more suitable for many purposes 

than CS (Circuit Switched), and as they are nowadays widely available and in the future even 

more so. PS usage can be also justified in terms of cost reduction and simplicity [4]. Also, the 
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similar shift towards PS services can be seen in traditional human-to-human communications 

as well, and so voice and SMS usage have been already started to be replaced by substitutive 

PS based services. 

 

The information gathered from the performed measurements is valuable for network 

improvements, Quality of Service (QoS) prioritization and dimensioning, but in addition it 

gives up-to-date information about M2M customers, and opens a possibility for M2M market 

analysis and growth prospection. Also, as the data gathering system used, is not generally 

built to serve purposes like the ones in this study, the thesis project is used for revealing its 

unused potentiality and helping in its development process. However, the main scope of the 

thesis is in identification and analysis of characteristics, requirements and performance of 

different M2M devices and applications. To take full advantage of gathered information, it is 

studied how to categorize and group different types of M2M communications based on their 

behavior and use case. In general, categorization and grouping of M2M is needed to optimize 

mobility management, call routing, security, charging [4] and basically for all the 

optimizations aiming for more efficient usage of network resources, while maintaining 

suitable service quality for all services and minimizing operator‟s OPEX (Operational 

Expenditure) and CAPEX (Capital Expenditure).  

 

In another words, the aim is to analyze and identify current M2M applications, their needs 

and popularity, so that future network releases, current networks and interoperability between 

M2M and the mobile network can be developed. When the characteristics of M2M are well 

known, supporting network features can be build [5], customers can be served better, 

economy will grow and the whole communications ecosystem will benefit. 

 

1.3 Structure of the thesis 

 

In a chapter two, an introduction to cellular networks is given. The idea is to give a short 

description about the current cellular radio network systems, their structure, key elements and 

the most important concepts from packet switched data point of view. The third chapter 
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focuses on M2M. It starts by defining the term M2M, and continues by breaking down to the 

different applications of M2M and their special characteristics. Finally, the ecosystem, 

growth, challenges etc. are discussed. In the fourth chapter the measurement techniques, data 

collection system and challenges are discussed. The fifth chapter focuses on the achieved 

results and findings and concludes the thesis by presenting the most important findings and 

proposing ideas for future studies. 
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2 Introduction to cellular networks 

 

The purpose of this chapter is to give a brief introduction to currently used mobile cellular 

networks, their main architectural elements, functionality and the most important concepts 

from data transmission point of view. The emphasis is on 3GPP‟s 2G and 3G technologies: 

GSM and UMTS, as they are currently the access method for M2M. Nevertheless, as LTE 

will play a big role in the future of M2M communications, the newer 3GPP standard releases 

are also discussed briefly.  

 

2.1 Background 

 

The international standardization of mobile cellular communications technologies has been 

carried out by three main organizations: 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), 3rd 

Generation Partnership Project 2 (3GPP2) and Institute of Electrical and Electronics 

Engineers (IEEE) [5]. The thesis is focusing only on 3GPP‟s standardized technologies. 

 

The evolution of mobile networks has been driven by the increasing popularity of mobile 

services. The services has been evolving from traditional telephony services towards always 

on type of data services, and an ability to access Internet anywhere, anytime and while being 

on the move [6]. As the new ubiquitous technologies have been adding more value to end 

users, the data traffic has been facing a rapid growth. For ending up into the current situation 

with almost ubiquitous wireless broadband access, evolvements have been needed in three 

technical domains highly dependent on each other. From top to bottom these domains are 

services, user hardware and networks. 

 

As there has been a huge growth in the number of users and in the amount of delivered data, 

improvements for the network technology have been needed, and so the systems has been 

evolving a lot in past years. The different communication systems are usually being divided 

into different generations, based on the used technologies and system capabilities. First and 
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second generation systems like GSM, were originally designed for efficient delivery of voice 

services in circuit switched (CS) manner. Third generation UMTS networks are, on the 

contrary, designed for more flexible delivery of any type of service [7]. In 4th generation LTE 

networks all the traffic is delivered in packet switched (PS) manner, as also the voice calls are 

implemented such a way. The three standardization paths, technologies and the division on 

system generations are visualized in a Figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1. Standardization and evolution paths of cellular systems [5] 
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2.1.1 Quality of Service 

 

From a network perspective the most crucial factor to be ensured for all users is a sufficient 

Quality of Experience (QoE) level. QoE is a term used to describe the level of perceived user 

satisfaction [8]. It is usually depicted with a subjective one to five point scale called Mean 

Opinion Score (MOS). The most significant factor that the good QoE is depending on is the 

Quality of Service (QoS). It is defined as the ability of the network to provide a service at an 

assured service level [8]. And so, providing a good QoS is a crucial requisite for a good QoE. 

The good QoS comprises all the needed functions, procedures and mechanisms ensuring the 

provision of the negotiated end-to-end service quality [8]. In other words, QoS is a metric 

describing quality from a technical viewpoint, and QoE is a metric describing quality from a 

human viewpoint. That is why, it is clear that the both metrics are certainly depending on 

individual factors like what is the service, and who is the one experiencing it? In another 

words, this leads to a situation where some services and customers are more demanding than 

others. From a business perspective, the quality affects to the customer loyalty and the prices 

they are willing to pay. 

 

As a poor QoS causes a poor QoE, meaning less happy customers and weakening of a brand, 

it is important for an operator to identify and be able to measure the most crucial Key 

Performance Indicators (KPIs) presenting the current QoS, in a way that all the customers and 

applications can be taken into account comprehensively [8]. Weighting of different factors 

can be used for boosting the operator differentiation and strong brand. For example, offering 

a fast network and introducing the latest network features can be used to represent an image 

of a technological leadership etc. 

 

It must be noticed that from a machine-to-machine point of view, the lowering of quality is 

not necessarily experienced with as low latency time as it is with direct human-to-human 

communications. Reasons for this are explained by the different observation points for the 

quality, and the fact that M2M involves many use cases with different quality requirements in 

different domains. In case of M2M, the quality is judged based on the functioning of the end-
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user service, and not on the communications at first-hand, like in the case of direct human 

communications. Because humans are not necessarily directly using the M2M device and the 

transmission intervals can be long, in the worst case it can take a long time before noticing a 

malfunctioning of a device due to reasons, such as network unavailability or system crash. 

 

The above mentioned reliability issues, and other key requirements should be taken into 

account as in the early designing phase of the M2M application. For example in the case of 

device status reporting, too frequent reporting can be problematic in terms of unnecessary 

congestion and signaling effects for the network and higher energy consumption on the 

terminal side. But usually a rapid noticing of nonworking terminals is crucial to ensure. 

 

2.2 Functional domains 

 

The following classification is usually used to split the mobile network into three main 

functional domains: 

 

- User device is the interface towards the user 

- RAN (Radio Access Network) is responsible for radio connections 

- CN (Core Network) handles call and data routing to external and internal networks. 

 

 

Figure 2. Functional domains of a mobile network 

 

The relationship of these domains is presented in Figure 3 with a packet core emphasis. 

 

Radio 
Access 

Network 
 

User 
Device 

Core 
Network 
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Figure 3. Functional domains of mobile network, adopted from [5][9][10] 

 

2.2.1 User device 

 

The official terms used for user devices in the standards are: 

 

- MS (Mobile Station) in GSM terminology 

- User Equipment (UE) in UMTS and LTE terminology 

 

Despite the terminology, the main functionalities for user equipment: subscriber identification 

and connectivity to RAN are the same. The UE consists of two parts: 

 

- The Mobile Equipment (ME) takes care of radio access functionalities towards RAN 

- The Universal Subscriber Identity Module (USIM) is holding user‟s identity 
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2.2.1.1 Equipment identification 

 

Each mobile device has a unique 15 digit long identification code called IMEI (International 

Mobile Station Equipment Identity). The IMEI code consists of Type Allocation code (TAC, 

8 first digits), Serial Number (SNR, 6 digits) and Check Digit / Spare Digit (CD/SD) parts. 

TAC is used to identify different equipment models and device vendors. GSMA (GSM 

Association), for example, is maintaining a list of terminal models and their TACs [11] which 

can be used for this purpose. More information about GSMA‟s list is available in section 4.1. 

 

 

Figure 4. Structure of IMEI [12] 

 

It is also a possibility to use 16 digit long International Mobile station Equipment Identity and 

Software Version number (IMEISV) for identification. The difference is that in IMEISV the 

CD/SD part is replaced with 2 digit long Software Version Number (SVN) [12]. 

 

2.2.1.2 User identification 

 

The UMTS Subscriber Identity module (USIM) is a smartcard containing subscriber identity 

information and the needed keys and algorithms for encryption and authentication. [7] The 

main identifier of a subscriber is called International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI). IMSI 

is consisting of three parts with all together maximum of 15 digits. These parts are [12]: 

 

- Mobile Country Code (MCC), 2 digits 

- Mobile Network Code (MNC), 2-3 digits 

- Mobile Subscriber Identification Number (MSIN), 9-10 digits 
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In addition to IMSI, temporary identifiers: Temporary Mobile Subscriber Identity (TMSI) and 

packet TMSI (P-TMSI) are also used in a network for confidentiality purposes [13], and 

Mobile Station Integrated Services Digital Network Number (MSISDN) [8] is used for call 

establishment [4]. Separation of IMSI and MSISDN is made for protecting the confidentiality 

of IMSI [14]. 

 

2.2.2 Radio Access Network 

 

The radio access network (RAN) is a part of the network which is responsible for having 

physical radio connectivity for users. Depending on the access technology, RAN has system 

specific names:  

 

- GERAN (GSM/EDGE Radio Access Network) in GSM 

- UTRAN (UMTS Radio Access Network) in UMTS 

- E-UTRAN (Enhanced UTRAN)  in LTE 

 

RAN consists of two different kinds of functional elements: 

 

- Base stations 

- Controllers  

 

The main task of a base station (Node B in UMTS terminology, Base Transceiver Station in 

GSM) is to handle physical layer functions and perform basic radio resource management 

operations [7]. In other words, this means that base station contains all the needed software 

and hardware for ensuring radio connectivity with UE. 

 

In GSM and UMTS networks, base stations are kept rather simple and intelligence is placed 

into separate controlling equipment called Base Station Controller (BSC) in case of GSM, 

and Radio Network Controller (RNC) in case of UMTS [15]. In LTE, controller and base 
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station functions are combined in Enhanced Node B‟s (eNode B), which are then connected 

with each other.  

 

The most significantly differentiating parts between GSM, UMTS and LTE are the RAN 

architecture and the radio access technologies; the differences are partly explaining why the 

terminology of different physical and logical elements is also different. GSM uses frequency 

division multiplexing (FDM) to divide radio resources for base stations and time division 

multiple access (TDMA) to divide the base station‟s resources for the users. In UMTS, all the 

resources are used by all the base stations and all the users, and the traffic flows are separated 

with code division multiple access (CDMA). In LTE, all the radio resources are used in all 

the cells, but the resources of the base station are then divided for the users in both frequency 

and time domain. The frequency domain resource splitting in LTE is called Orthogonal 

Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) for downlink and Single Carrier Frequency 

Division Multiple Access (SC-FDMA) for uplink. Because of this, LTE has the best spectral 

efficiency among the above mentioned technologies, and it is also the most flexible in radio 

resource allocations. Physical access method mapping on to different standards is presented in 

Figure 1. From M2M perspective, flexibility allows more tailored QoS offerings for serving 

variety of applications, and high spectral efficiency is answering to the growth in the number 

of users and in the amount of traffic. From these viewpoints LTE will overcome GSM and 

UMTS in suitability for M2M. From UE‟s battery consumption point of view, the differences 

should be however studied in more detail, as for example a study by University of Michigan 

and AT&T Labs – Research [16] shows not so great results for LTE in terms of energy 

efficiency. 

 

In addition to the amount of allocated radio spectrum and the way they it is used, the network 

in RAN domain is also limited by its radio emission power and quality. This means that on 

the receivers, signal should be received well enough to be able to fight against noise, fading, 

interference and to be able to decode modulated information symbols for the use of upper 

layers. In practice, this is usually done so that UEs are performing measurements of their 

radio conditions and reporting them to the network. Based on the measurement results, the 
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network then selects the serving system, cell, transport block size, modulation and coding 

scheme (MCS), power etc. resource allocation parameters. 

 

In an inter-system with a multiple radio access technologies, the most important 

measurements are the reference signal power and its quality: 

 

- GERAN: 

o RXLEV (Received Signal Level) 

o RXQUAL (Received Signal Quality) 

- UTRAN: 

o RSCP (Received Signal Code Power) 

o Ec/No (The received energy per chip divided by the power density in the band) 

- E-UTRAN: 

o RSRP (Reference Signal Received Power) 

o RSRQ (Reference Signal Received Quality) 

 

The accuracy of these UE measurements is having an impact on the mentioned network 

controlled procedures, and so they should be as accurate as possible. The requirements for the 

measurement accuracies in different conditions are given in 3GPP specifications [17] [18] 

[19]. Initially, the measurement accuracy requirements were tuned for CS services, however 

the requirements for PS services might be different. 

 

2.2.3 Core Network 

 

The Core network can be divided into two domains: circuit switched (CS) and packet 

switched (PS), and shared registers between those.  

 

As the PS core network has been evolving a lot, the architecture before and after release 8 are 

discussed separately in the following two subchapters. The main driver for the core network 

development has been the movement towards more and more PS services. The biggest 
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difference between the core network before and after release 8 is that the latter one is fully 

PS, although it is also supporting the old CS systems running parallel. 

 

2.2.3.1 Core network pre-release 8 

 

The PS core networks before release 8 are consisting two types of main nodes: GPRS support 

nodes (SGSN) connected to UTRAN and GERAN, and Gateway GPRS Support Nodes 

(GGSN). In addition, SGSN is connected to Home Location Register (HLR) for subscriber 

information, and to Equipment identity Register (EIR) for information about the devices used 

in the network [9]. The purpose of SGSN is to serve UEs for example in authentication, 

registration, mobility management, routing establishment [8]. GGSN is the point entity 

connecting operators PS domain network to external packet data networks (PDN) for example 

Internet [8]. It is responsible for routing the traffic between external communication entities, 

for example to web services or application server and UEs inside the PLMN (Public Land 

Mobile Network) area. User is able to access GGSN resources via PDP activation [9]. For 

location information request purposes it is possible to have an optional interface between 

GGSN and HLR.  

 

2.2.3.2 Core network release 8 onwards 

 

In the LTE core (release 8 onwards), called as the Evolved Packet Core (EPC), logical nodes 

corresponding to a SGSN and a GGSN are called a Serving Gateway (S-GW) and a Packet 

Data Network Gateway (P-GW). These nodes are also backward compatible, so that they can 

be applied to serve also 2G and 3G networks [20]. The interworking of an EPC with the 

GERAN and the UTRAN is provided so that the S-GW and the P-GW are performing GGSN 

functions and the SGSNs needs to be updated [5]. P-GW‟s main functionalities are IP 

(Internet Protocol) address allocations for the UE, QoS enforcement and flow based charging 

[5]. The S-GW is the gateway which passes all the IP packets through [5]. It is also 

responsible for supporting eNodeBs for maintaining data bearers in a case of mobility. So that 
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IP traffic flow with a certain QoS is routed to the PDN or UE also in the case of mobility 

[10]. The subscription data about the QoS profiles, allowed APNs and identity information is 

kept in a Home Subscriber Server (HSS). The other main logical nodes of the EPC are a 

Mobility Management Entity (MME), an Evolved Serving Mobile Location Centre (E-

SMLC) and a Gateway Mobile Location Centre (GMLC) [5]. The MME is considered to be 

the main control node of the LTE network [21]. It is responsible for processing the signaling 

between the UE and the CN [5]. E-SMLC and GMLC are used to support different location 

services for UEs [5] [22]. EPC based core network architecture is presented in Figure 3. 

 

2.3 Data session in 3GPP mobile networks 

 

2.3.1 Session management 

 

To be able to send and receive PS data in a GSM/UMTS network, UE has to do two initial 

procedures: a GPRS attach and a PDP context activation. The first prerequisite to be able to 

use PS services is to do a GPRS attach. The GPRS attach opens a logical signaling connection 

between UE and SGSN [9]. After the GPRS attach, network is aware of the UE and the 

location area where it is located. During the GPRS attach procedure, the UE will be provided 

with a P-TMSI, if it is not having a valid P-TMSI already [9]. The subscriber data is copied 

from the HLR to a SGSN [23] or from the HSS (Home Subscriber Server) to a MME in case 

of a EPC [5]. 

 

The PDP context is a logical pipe established between the UE and the GGSN via the RAN 

and the SGSN, and from the GGSN onwards to external IP networks and further towards the 

entity that the user is communicating with [8]. The PDP context defines the used Access 

Point name (APN), QoS profile and UE‟s IP address. The PDP context is initiated from the 

UE using a PDP context activation request, which is sent through the RAN to the SGSN. This 

request contains the proposed APN and QoS profile. The APN is basically a string type 

identifier compounded of Network Identifier and Operator Identifier parts.  It identifies the 

external network and possibly also the service that user wants to be connected to [8]. In 
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addition, it can be also defining the GPRS network of the GGSN in case of roaming [8]. 

Typically network operator provides public APNs for all its customers to access common 

services such as Internet and Multimedia Messaging Service (MMS). Usually, user receives a 

list of available APNs from the operator, when the network finds out that the device is first 

time used by the subscriber in the current network. This kind of information about the devices 

used in the network is stored in operator‟s EIR. Device identification can be used to ensure 

what kind of configuration settings are sent for different devices and what kind of format is 

needed to be used. It is also possibility for the UE provider to create operator customized UEs 

where APN list is then among others, one of the customized features. 

 

User selects which APN to use, based on which server it wants to connect, and which service 

it wants to use [8]. Based on the requested APN and info from the HLR, the SGSN verifies if 

the requested APN is allowed for user and sufficient QoS is possible to be achieved. Then 

based on the APN it passes request to the suitable GGSN. To resolve IP address of the 

suitable GGSN, the SGSN either sends a DNS (Domain Name System) query to a DNS or 

uses its own cache [8]. The GGSN then selects to which external network the connection is 

made and what is the UE‟s IP address used for that. 

 

 

Figure 5. The scope of GPRS attach and PDP [13] [29] 
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Different QoS options are making it possible to match data connection parameters based on 

different application needs. QoS profiles can be used for this kind of purposes. In case of a 

GSM, QoS options are quite limited, but in the UMTS they are already rather advanced, and 

well taken in to account in the design phase. In Releases 97 and 98 QoS profile is consisting 

of following attributes [8]: precedence class, delay class, reliability class and throughput 

class. 

 

In the newer releases (R99 onwards) more advanced options for QoS profiling are available 

[8]: traffic class, maximum bit rate, guaranteed bit rate, delivery order, maximum service data 

unit, service data unit (SDU) format information, SDU error ratio, residual bit error ratio, 

delivery of erroneous SDUs, transfer delay, traffic handling priority, allocation/retention 

priority and source statistics descriptor. 

 

Typical approach for ensuring network wide QoS is to divide applications into different 

groups. Basically these groups are just a collection of different QoS parameter values 

assumed to fit for the applications with different needs. In the UMTS the divisions are [24]: 

 

- conversational class 

- streaming class 

- interactive class and  

- background class. 

 

In [25] it has been proposed that this class grouping should be expanded with additional 

classes to cover all the needs of M2M. When talking about the QoS in case of M2M, it is 

important to understand there is a huge variance in the needs of different M2M applications. 

 

In LTE, the number of different QoS classes is raised to nine. These groups and the 

corresponding QoS Class Identifier (QCI) are presented in Table 1. QCI is the parameter used 

to access the different classes. However, it might be so that to ensure a sufficient QoE for all 

the applications, M2M might need even more emphasis on the standardization. This is 
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especially the case in the future network environment, where the number of M2M devices and 

their traffic is expected to be notably bigger than in the current network environment. An 

interesting research area is to study, M2M specific quality requirements on the lower layers. 

For example, if some application needs extremely low block error rate (BLER) and the 

amount of data needed to be transmitted is small, then it could be beneficial to select low-

order modulation (e.g. QPSK) and coding scheme (MCS) than would be selected normally 

based on channel condition, aka Channel Quality Indicator (CQI) feedback. Of course, this 

kind of behavior will then drawback as a less efficient radio resource usage. 

 

Table 1. QoS Class Identifiers in LTE [26] 

QCI 
Resource 

Type 
Priority 

Packet 

Delay 

Budget 

Packet 

Error 

Loss 

Rate 

Example Services 

1 

GBR 

2 100 ms  10-2 Conversational Voice 

2 4 150 ms 10-3 Conversational Video (Live Streaming) 

3 3 50 ms 10-3 Real Time Gaming 

4 5 300 ms 10-6 
Non-Conversational Video (Buffered 

Streaming) 

5 

Non-
GBR 

1 100 ms 10-6 
IMS Signalling (IP Multimedia 

Subsystem) 

6 6 300 ms 10-6 

Video (Buffered Streaming), TCP-based 

(e.g., www, e-mail, chat, ftp, p2p file 

sharing, progressive video, etc.) 

7 7 100 ms 10-3 
Voice, Video (Live Streaming), 

Interactive Gaming 

8 8 

300 ms  10-6
 

Video (Buffered Streaming), TCP-based 

(e.g., www, e-mail, chat, ftp, p2p file 

sharing, progressive video, etc.) 9 9 
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2.3.2 Protocol suite 

 

The basic idea of a protocol suite is that the protocols with specific tasks in the process of 

providing connectivity [27] are forming a stack, where the protocols next to each other are 

providing services to each other. Basically this means a simple two way collaboration. When 

a protocol needs services from the lower layers, it passes a packet of its own form to a lower 

layer protocol, which does not modify the received data but instead packs it to an envelope of 

its own kind. And similarly vice versa, when a packet is received from the lower layer the 

envelope is opened and passed to the upper layer. Packing is called encapsulation and 

unpacking is called decapsulation. 

 

 
 

Figure 6. User plane protocol stack in PS domain, adopted from [9] 

 

The user plane stack structure used in 3GPP systems for PS services is presented in Figure 6. 

The topmost layer is called an application layer. In the application layer the used protocols 

are decided by the application, it can be for example Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), 

(File Transfer Protocol) FTP, Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) etc. type. Also, it is not 

unusual that the application layer protocols are using each other‟s services. Like for example 

Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) can be used to provide communication framework to 

exchange Extensible Markup Language (XML) structured file on top of HTTP [28]. 
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Below the application layer is the transport layer. Protocols on this layer are providing 

services like flow and congestion control, reliability, bit error detection, retransmission, 

separation of upper layers by port numbering etc. The most common protocols of this type are 

Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and (User Datagram Protocol) UDP. The main 

difference is that a basic implementation of UDP is lacking TCP‟s features like congestion 

control, ordering of packets and retransmissions; it is faster but less reliable than TCP. This 

difference basically means that the choice of using TCP or UDP depends on the application. 

UDP is suitable for applications where high throughput is needed but reliability is not as 

important and vice versa. Regardless of the chosen transport protocol, the nature of the 

internet traffic is bursty. A flow is a usually used term to describe a set of packets belonging 

to an application object they carry [23], as it is usual that there is more than one packet 

needed to be delivered. A set of flows are then forming an application session, and a set of 

application sessions are then occurring during a PDP context. This structure is presented in 

Figure 7. 

 

 

Figure 7. Session structure, adopted from [29] 

 

The Protocol layer below the transport layer is a network layer, consisting of Internet Protocol 

(IP). The task of the IP is to provide an addressing system for network nodes and mechanisms 

for routing the packets between the nodes. 
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The three layers below the IP layer; Packet Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP), Radio Link 

Control (RLC), Medium Access Control (MAC) are forming a so called Layer 2 (L2) [5]. The 

main purpose of PDCP is to compress headers and give support for reordering and 

retransmission during a handover [5] [10]. RLC layer‟s main purpose is the segmentation and 

reassembly of upper layer packets in order to adapt them to the actual size that can be 

transmitted over the radio interface. The MAC layer is in charge of mapping logical channels 

into transport channels [10]. It is instructing the RLC layer about needed packet sizes and 

trying to achieve negotiated QoS. 

 

On the bottom of the layer stack is the physical layer aka Layer 1 (L1). It is responsible of the 

actual physical transmission resource utilization in a means of uplink (UL) and downlink 

(DL) separation and spectral efficiency. More about system specific L1 is discussed in section 

2.2.2. 
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3 Machine-to-machine communications 

 

This chapter gives an introduction to M2M communications. It starts by giving a definition of 

M2M, and then discusses the typical characteristics in a general level, and later with an 

application specific level. Finally the growth prospects, the ecosystem and challenges are 

discussed. 

 

3.1 Definition 

 

According to 3GPP, e.g. [1] [4], M2M or actually MTC (Machine Type Communications) 

which is the term used for M2M in 3GPP, is defined following way: “Machine Type 

Communication is a form of data communication which involves one or more entities that do 

not necessarily need human interaction”. The term machine-to-machine itself is not a new 

one, but the applications and especially the ones used over mobile networks are being 

evolving and gaining more and more popularity during the last years. Technical 

improvements are also allowing implementations for more complex applications, with less 

effort and cheaper prices than previously. 

 

Depending on the context and the use case of M2M, other overlapping or similar terms are 

being also used. The most widely used and the most important term of this kind is the Internet 

of Things (IoT). IoT is however much more wide-ranging term than M2M. The idea of IoT is 

that every object or thing benefitting from network connection, has its own connectivity and 

intelligence to communicate with each other. IoT is more or less a vision, and M2M can be 

considered as its sub concept. Or it can be also seen as a one step towards IoT [30]. Terms 

telemetrics, telematics and sensor networks are instead sub concepts and examples of M2M 

applications used in a certain specific field for remotely managing and monitoring machines 

or a network of devices, which are used for collecting and forwarding data. Despite the fact, 

all of these terms are used in a mixed manner, which is caused by the overlapping and the 
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difficulty to define exact meaning and domain for each term. Different terms for more or less 

similar things are adopted by different industries, companies and standardization bodies. 

 

It is hard for some use cases to examine if the application is really a machine based or a 

human based. The outlining is getting blur, especially when the application is judged purely 

from the network usage point of view (bottom-up). This is due to a fact that many of the 

devices are built so that they can be used for serving the needs of both M2M and H2H. This is 

especially the case for consumer targeted devices. For example, a normal computer can be 

running a M2M type of an application, but if it is using a typical integrated or USB 

(Universal Serial Bus) connected cellular modem, normal subscription and public APN, it can 

be reliably recognized as M2M only after a detailed packet capture and analysis. As M2M is 

basically just a new kind of an application or a service category running on top of a network, 

it is the nature of the service which determines the classification (top-down). For example, 

automatic software updates are in principle fulfilling the 3GPP requirements of a machine 

type communication, but they are not in generally considered as M2M if the main application 

is not M2M. However, even though M2M means a change in a network domain as a shift 

towards more automated communication, and a change from a traditional towards a new in a 

business domain, it is most of all a change happening in the whole communications 

ecosystem and society. 

 

3.2 Typical characteristics 

 

The main reason why it is so important to consider and study M2M communications is the 

difference in its characteristics compared to the traditional communication situations for 

which the mobile networks were initially designed. Compared to H2H communications, 

M2M communications involves [1]: 

 

a) different market scenarios,  

b) data communications, 

c) lower costs and effort, 
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d) a potentially very large number of communicating terminals with, 

e) to a large extent, little traffic per terminal 

 

The communication event might be happening predominantly by the device itself. It can be 

triggered by event e.g. earthquake or rain, time or by the user either remotely or locally. The 

characteristics and requirements of M2M communications are highly dependent on the type 

of the service. Above listed characteristics are the most typical differences between traditional 

communication situations and M2M communication situations. For example, low energy 

consumption is very important issue for some of the M2M devices, while for others it might 

not really matter. 

 

3.2.1 Communication Scenarios, APN and the location of a server 

 

M2M communication scenarios can be divided in 3 different categories [4] where M2M 

modules connected to Radio access network (RAN) are communicating with: 

 

1. One central server 

2. Many servers 

3. With each other 

 

The most typical communication scenario is the one having only one central server and the 

M2M device or multiple M2M devices are communicating with that [4]. It can be that the end 

user service is accessed from multiple client machines, but the M2M device is only 

communicating with one server. These servers can be located in three different locations 

behind operators GGSN [4]: 

 

1. In the operator domain 

 Allows tight coupling to servers within the operator domain (can be used for 

example for operators own M2M usage) 
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2. Through a dedicated APN 

 Dedicated connection point (APN) at GGSN allows possibility for access 

control and routing 

 

3. General Internet through public Internet APN  

 No dedicated connection to server 

 

The most suitable location is depending on the use case of the application and for example the 

security requirements. Another difference for a customer is that the more tailored solution, the 

better is the expected QoS, but also higher the costs. For a small deployment, it might be 

suitable to have a minimalistic investment, purchase regular consumer subscription and not 

use any special arrangements. For current and future‟s broader deployments, with possibly 

stricter QoS requirements and bigger number of users, it is reasonable to invest more and 

ensure the quality and functioning of the service by a co-operation with the operator, either by 

building the whole infrastructure with the operator or at least using dedicated APN. For an 

operator, it is also possible to offer group tailored solutions based on the M2M use case. This 

will then give the operator more visibility towards its different customer groups, but it will 

also increase costs when new configurations to the network must be built.  

 

However, for example the pricing decisions can be causing that subscribers prefer general 

subscriptions and operators public APN, instead of M2M tailored ones. For a mobile network 

operator (MNO), it is a choice if they want to introduce mechanisms to block up or reduce 

this kind of usage in their network, by pricing decisions, device locking, or by network and 

access restrictions etc. But more than restricting, MNO should be able to provide surplus for 

its customers by offering the most suitable and tailored solutions as possible. From that 

viewpoint, it should be possible to separate M2M subscriptions from other subscriptions. As 

the QoS requirements are different, it is also operators concern to what extend invest in 

setting up special arrangements or infrastructure, when returns from individual applications 

may be low? [30] 
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3.2.2 M2M terminal connection possibilities 

 

A traditional user device, like a cell phone, usually combines the application and network 

connectivity under a same device. So, that the communicator has its own direct access to the 

mobile network. In case of a M2M, it can be that multiple devices, for example sensors, are 

using non 3GPP short range radio access technologies to communicate with a central gateway 

device, which is then connected to the mobile network. The gateway collects the data from 

the devices and takes care of forwarding it onwards.  

 

This kind of a central gateway has some advantages over the option where every sensor and 

M2M device has its own access to the mobile network. First of all, as there is only one device 

connected to the mobile network, coverage is needed only in the place where the central 

device is located. This can be lowering deployment costs, especially if the coverage must be 

otherwise built and ensured in every location of devices. From a radio resource usage point of 

view it is possible to save resources by introducing more efficient scheduling and for example 

a centralized proxy server. From an addressing point of view, resources are saved because 

there is only one IMSI, MSISDN and IP address needed for serving multiple nodes. For the 

customer, this means less cost because the number of subscriptions can be reduced. This 

makes it easier to upgrade the subscription or change the operator. The easiness of changing 

the MNO is seen as a positive driver for the growth of M2M market [4].  For the core 

network, one node compared to multiple nodes, means of course less signaling and less 

resource usage and reservation. Drawbacks described in [4] are the fact that non-3GPP 

entities are having access to the 3GPP network, and potential security risks if the 

communication security between slave and master is lower than usual 3GPP security. If 3GPP 

technologies are entirely preferred, the solution for this kind of scenario would be achieved 

by introducing heterogeneous networks with small cells. It can be also that direct peer-to-peer 

communication between devices is made possible in the upcoming network releases.   
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3.3 M2M Categories and Applications 

 

As previously mentioned, the diversity in the M2M usage possibilities is wide ranging, and 

the application requirements are also varying much. This chapter takes a glance in to the 

application diversity by going into the different usage areas of M2M and listing the most 

typical M2M applications over the cellular networks. The idea is to get a better understanding 

about the diversity of different M2M applications, and an overview of the different 

requirements from a top-down perspective. When the requirements and the use cases are well 

known, it is then easier to understand what are the most crucial factors needed from the 

network requirement point of view.  

 

The grouping of M2M is a major part of this section, as finding an elegant way for grouping 

M2M is serving all the players in the M2M ecosystem. The different grouping methods and 

considerations from the data analysis point of view are discussed more in section 4.2. The 

grouping that is used in this section is based on the grouping by 3GPP [1]. 
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Table 2. Examples of M2M applications [1] 

Service Area MTC applications 

Security Surveillance systems 

Backup for landline 

Control of physical access (e.g. to buildings) 

Car/driver security  

Tracking & Tracing Fleet Management 

Order Management 

Pay as you drive 

Asset Tracking 

Navigation 

Traffic information 

Road tolling 

Road traffic optimisation/steering 

Payment Point of sales 

Vending machines 

Gaming machines 

Health Monitoring vital signs 

Supporting the aged or handicapped 

Web Access Telemedicine points 

Remote diagnostics 

Remote Maintenance/Control Sensors 

Lighting 

Pumps 

Valves 

Elevator control 

Vending machine control 

Vehicle diagnostics 

Metering Power 

Gas 

Water 

Heating 

Grid control 

Industrial metering 

Consumer Devices Digital photo frame 

Digital camera 

eBook 
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3.3.1 Smart metering 

 

Smart metering of different commodities such as water, heat, gas and especially electricity are 

currently one of the most visibly and widely adopted M2M application. High adaptation rate 

is based on regulatory drivers and the benefits, e.g. in cost savings, it offers for the companies 

and their customers. The biggest benefit of smart metering is to get faster information of the 

usage and service breaks. For the customer smart metering opens a possibility to become 

aware of own usage and aim for savings via real time usage and cost monitoring. For the 

energy etc. companies this offers a possibility for striving supply optimization, to get rid of 

estimate based billing and to introduce new tariffs and products [31]. If hourly based pricing 

is applied, it is also possible to reduce usage during busy hours which will decrease the risk of 

running out of resources and the need for usage limitations [32]. As a short term effect, the 

installation projects will be employing people [32]. 

 

To take full advantage of all the new offerings, end user platform has a big role, as it must 

provide accessible and easily perceivable reporting of a data. For the cellular network 

operator, smart metering solution typically means large customers with relatively low 

transmission requirements, because the meters are only sending a small amount of data. 

Though, the transmission behavior varies as the devices can be more or less smart, and they 

might be having for example remote management capabilities. Typical challenges for the 

network come up with poor network coverage as the meters are usually placed in basements 

for practical and security reasons. The higher the frequency, the bigger the problem is. One 

typical solution to overcome the challenge is to use external antennas. Depending on the 

deployment size and environment, it is also possible to provide indoor coverage by 

introducing a repeater or a new base station into the premises nearby. Initial costs for this 

kind of solution are higher but the increased coverage is then available for other than smart 

metering users as well. However, the initial cost for connecting a single smart meter to the 

cellular network should not be too expensive because the number of connected devices is 

large. 
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3.3.2 Tracking and Tracing 

 

Object tracking functionality can be based on either Global Positioning System (GPS), or the 

location can be estimated from acquired cell information. GPS positioning is more accurate 

but it requires additional GPS chipset, and can be only used in places where GPS signal can 

be received. The problems are occurring especially in a dense urban environment and indoors 

[5]. A GPS based positioning system with cellular network assistance is assumed to be the 

primary positioning method in LTE [5]. The cellular network assistance in this case, is used 

only for reducing the time to acquire GPS fix by giving initiation information from the 

cellular network instead of using the GPS link [5]. This kind of a positioning method is called 

Assisted Global Navigation Satellite System (A-GNSS) positioning. 

 

Due to the above mentioned problems of GPS, the cell information based positioning has 

been an attractive choice for a further development. The cell information is more complicated 

to use accurately for positioning than GPS, and as the positioning is based on the network 

topology, co-operation with a network operator is needed to map Cell IDs (CID) to actual site 

locations. However, this is not the kind of information that all the operators are easily willing 

to share, which is highly limiting the usage of CID information. Also, when the location is 

wanted to be defined accurately, a calculation of user location within the serving cell area 

must be done and it is not easily done especially in the areas where signal cannot be received 

from multiple base stations at the same time. 

 

Even though CID and radio condition based measurements can be used for estimating the 

user location for all the 3GPP cellular systems with a fair precision, LTE has a few 

positioning service options including CID, A-GNSS, arrival time difference based methods 

[33] specified for release 9 and onwards. For older releases than that, and without building up 

any special arrangements for positioning, operator is only limited to know UE‟s position in 

the accuracy of received measurement reports of monitored and active set cells, and UE is 

limited to know only the ID or scrambling code of the observed cells but cannot map them to 

a physical location. 
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From a network improvement and planning perspective, accurate user position information is 

highly valuable. For example, from a capacity perspective it would be good to deploy cells 

based on the location of users, and especially based on the heavy users [34]. In this way, for 

example M2M heavy users e.g. video surveillance, could be provided with an own small cell. 

Even so, location information mapped to a specific customer is highly confidential 

information, and without a proper permission the usage rights are limited. However without 

asking permission from user it can be used for example in the case of criminal investigation 

or emergency. 

 

Right now, tracking services are mostly used for tracking vehicles and other assets with a 

high monetary value, but there are, for example, already solutions on the commercial market 

for tracking dogs and sport activities. The tracking of objects is an area of M2M which 

particularly has a good probability for future growth in terms of diversity in usage 

possibilities and number of devices.  

 

Vehicle and asset tracking information can be used to develop new more advanced end-user 

applications. Let us take a brief look into a few current and future M2M applications of this 

area. One possibility, for example, is to improve navigation in terms of safety and 

sophisticated guidance. This means informing drivers about congestion, accidents and 

preferable routes. A simple solution is to have a remotely controllable info and traffic signs, 

but that same information could be also sent directly to the drivers‟ handhelds or navigation 

devices. This kind of a scenario however means a type of multicast situation which is not well 

suitable for current mobile networks. Actual recorded route information could be used as a 

basis of pattern recognition use for upcoming route recommendations in addition to other 

parameters. Vehicle tracking can be also used to develop advanced public transport timetable 

and route advisor services. Already now, it is possible for everyone to follow some public 

transport vehicles in real time via a web interface, (e.g. the trams of Helsinki and the train 

traffic in Finland) and get a positioning based arrival time estimates on some of the tram and 

bus stops. The data of Helsinki public transport system is made publicly available to 

encourage application developers for new innovative applications. 
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M2M applications can be also used for prioritizing public transport vehicles in traffic lights, 

either by drivers‟ requests or directly based on location info. One of the current popular 

vehicle tracking use cases is the location information sent by taxis. It can be done 

periodically, typically 5-6 times in a minute or by request [35] [36]. It has been already 

noticed that this kind of behavior has caused a Random Access Channel (RACH) overload, in 

a places like airports, where many taxis are served by the same base station. Currently it 

seems that the biggest industry to first deploy positioning based services in a big scale is the 

transport and transportation industry. For the tracking type of M2M devices, the most 

important requirement from the network side is to ensure reliability also in case of a heavy 

mobility. 

 

3.3.3 Wireless payment systems 

 

As obvious, the biggest advantage of wireless terminals, compared to wired ones, is the fact 

of being wireless, and making it possible to have verified card payments available in the 

places where wired networks are not available. This is a very important requirement for 

moving points of sale, like taxi companies and temporarily placed sales booths, but it is 

adding an extra value for example for a restaurants because it allows customers to use the 

payment terminal in a table. Yet again, a critical part for the M2M application to work is to 

have a good enough network coverage, security and service availability, especially because 

paying is so highly related to company‟s cash flow and customer experience. As the QoS 

requirements are relatively tight, the functioning of these kinds of services can be challenging 

for example in temporary mass public events, as the number of users is large and 

parameterizations are already used for ensuring reasonable functionality of other important 

services, especially voice. For the payment service, low enough latency and reliability of 

working are fundamental requirements. Because the devices are mainly using batteries as 

their power supply, and trying to save them as much as possible, they can be causing 

relatively high amounts of signaling as in many cases they must be starting the transmission 

procedures from the idle mode. 
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3.3.4 Security services and remote maintenance 

 

In the area of security services and remote maintenance, the variety of different types of 

applications for different use cases is wide, and so the diversity of needed network 

requirements is high. The applications of this area can be used, for example, for video 

surveillance, building maintenance, or detecting smoke [37] etc. From a network point of 

view, common factor for all these types of services is that they are one of the most demanding 

ones among the area of M2M over cellular networks. The high reliability and service 

availability are crucial for these kinds of services, because they are complementing or 

replacing the need for a physical human appearance. Due to the high requirements in 

reliability and network capability, it can be really a challenge to meet the required level of 

service without custom adjustments to the mobile network. For example, to provide the 

coverage and a fast enough network or to ensure functioning during electricity cut offs. This 

kind of special arrangements from the MNO side will however increase the costs of 

deployment, which can then show up as an adaptation of alternative choices. Meeting the 

necessary requirements can be also accessed from different directions, for example in the area 

of video surveillance, it is possible to store the recorded footage to a server near the camera 

for ensuring the confidence that the footage is not lost and high quality video can be stored. 

The material can be then addressed remotely, or the live stream can be accessed real time 

with a feasible quality for network connections, in the means of resolution and frames per 

second (fps). In addition to the user requests, a transmission of the device can be started by 

automatic triggers like motion sensors or signal processing techniques like invisible walls or 

pattern recognition. If multiple devices are triggered during a short time, there is a possibility 

for an overload scenario, which must be taken into account. Noteworthy thing about the 

security services is that they are an application area of M2M, which is in quite an early phase 

been adapted by consumer customers in addition to the corporate ones. The big increases in 

the user amounts of streaming and multimedia type of security services are however relatively 

costly for the network operator, in terms of growing capacity and hardware needs caused by 

the high QoS requirements. 
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3.3.5 Personal health 

 

The health services sector, also called as a mHealth (Mobile Health), consists of diverse type 

of services and applications supporting healthcare and well-being. This type of services can 

be for example remote monitoring and supporting patients, but also a kind of applications 

used in a case of personal emergency. The M2M health services have started to be considered 

more and more to be able to cut down the growing healthcare costs caused by the aging and 

the growth of population. When considering the prioritization of different types of traffic, the 

health applications should be among the top priority of use cases as they can be indicating 

that human life is in danger. This means that service availability and latency are the most 

important network requirements for the personal health services. 

 

3.3.6 Emergency and public safety 

 

The topmost prioritization among all the M2M traffic is definitely the traffic of emergency 

applications and early warning systems. To ensure communication needs of public 

authorities, many countries have been deploying whole new separated networks such as 

TETRA (Terrestrial Trunked Radio) for this kind of usage. This means that the most critical 

emergency and early warning systems are not built on top of public cellular networks. 

Nevertheless, adaptation of M2M is allowing various enhancement possibilities in the area of 

emergency applications by allowing advanced remote monitoring and tracking for critical 

entities, and by innovating new ways for taking advantage of the mobile networks. For 

example in Sweden there has been a pilot project where location information of first aid 

skilled volunteers is used in case of cardiac arrests to call them out via SMS. 

 

3.3.7 Consumer segment 

 

M2M for consumer segment is consisting of all the above mentioned types of applications 

with a consumer user emphasis. The growing popularity of connected consumer devices is 
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easy to consider as a step towards the Internet of Things, an ideal where everything 

benefitting from connection is connected to Internet. Many consumer segment products 

already exist, but the real breakthrough has not yet happened. The breakthrough is anyhow 

very likely to happen, but it has still been waiting for user-friendly killer applications and 

lowering of prices. Depending on the type of breakthrough applications and their popularity, 

the network impact can be varying from moderate to high. 

 

3.4 The growth of M2M 

 

The reason why it is so important to analyze M2M traffic and especially the traffic in the 

mobile cellular networks lies in the fact that mobile cellular networks are expected to have a 

huge potential as a backbone of M2M communications. For example Ericsson has a vision 

that there will be 50 billion connected devices in the year 2020. This idea is driven by the idea 

that every device benefitting from the connection will be connected. 

 

When the number of connected devices is growing such a radically, it is clear that there exists 

a huge growth potential in the market for the companies making M2M possible. The revenue 

potential is however not expected to be growing in a same scale as the number of users is 

growing, because the average revenue per user (ARPU) is smaller for the connected machines 

than for the connected human beings. It is anyhow considered as a potential growth sector 

also for the already maturing markets [4] [38], as in addition to decreasing prices of terminal 

chipsets, the already built ubiquitous coverage is one of the main enablers of the growth [4]. 

The growth is also opening new opportunities for the operators, in terms of choosing the 

possible role in the future M2M market [39] [40] [41]. For the MNOs it is important to grow 

in the M2M sector as the traditional revenue sources are saturating [38]. 

 

The main drivers of a M2M growth in general, taking into account other backbones than 

mobile networks as well, are the needs and possibilities that M2M is offering for different 

parties: people, business and society. Technology has made the cost of connectivity low. 

Increased coverage, faster networks, embedded solutions, IT and decreased prices have 
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opened new opportunities and new market segments, at the same time as the knowledge of 

the M2M potential for revenue generation and customer satisfaction has been increasing [4] 

[42]. For example, telematics and telemetry are seen increasingly as sources of greater 

operational efficiency and increased incremental revenue [40]. The economies of scale and 

R&D investments by the mobile handset industry have been beneficial matters for the growth 

of M2M.  

 

One important driver for the increase of M2M, especially in the area of remote meter reading, 

has been the regulation. For example in Finland, the remote reading of the electricity has been 

highly driven by a regulation given by the Finnish Government. The regulation requires that 

remote electricity metering should be offered to at least 80 percent of distribution network‟s 

customers by the end of year 2013 [43]. 

 

Another important driver for the growth is the involvement of the standardization entities. 

The more uniform the industry is, and the more standardized are the solutions, the easier it is 

to get advantages of scale and develop new applications more cost effectively [4].  

 

The growth of M2M is expected to happen especially in the area of PS services. Despite the 

fact, CS services will remain important for some use cases for example in the area of 

emergency applications where extreme service reliability is needed. Though, these kinds of 

services can be enhanced if bundled with more advanced PS data based features, if sufficient 

QoS for the CS services can be secured. 

 

3.5 Overview of the M2M ecosystem 

 

The M2M ecosystem consists of players doing business on different system layers, their 

combination or system integration. The traditional division of the communications ecosystem, 

which is used for example by Martin Fransman [44], is the divisioning into hardware vendors, 

network operators and application providers. The hardware vendors are then split into user 

equipment vendors and network equipment vendors.  
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Compared to the traditional telecommunications business, M2M ecosystem involves even 

more different types of players, which can be rather small and specializing on a narrow niche 

market. Equipment and application vendors, for instance, can be specialized to serve only the 

needs of a specific industry or use case, like for example smart metering or paying equipment. 

The application domain is also horizontally split into vendors of different type, e.g. vendors 

of data management, middleware and user portals. 

 

Because the M2M ecosystem is such a spread out, there is also room for companies 

combining the products from different layers and acting as a system integrators or solution 

providers, depending on the role they have chosen. This means that when comparing M2M 

use case of mobile network into a traditional use case, M2M allows more room for players of 

different type of role and business case, but there are also more challenges involved because 

of the wide diversity of the relatively small niche applications. So even though the market 

potential of M2M is huge, it is hard to address all the needs with a single solution. In the 

M2M domain, the traditional roles of the players thus might be changing. For example, the 

platform which integrates IT applications and infrastructure for M2M with mobile operator‟s 

network can be done either by the operator itself [41] or by the network equipment provider.  

  

3.6 Challenges 

 

3.6.1 Challenges for the business 

 

The growth of M2M will bring out new opportunities and challenges for all players in the 

ecosystem. To a mobile network operator this means, a new attractive growing source of 

revenue, but also challenges as it must be prepared for a multiplication in connected devices 

and in the number of customers. Also these customers and devices are acting in a different 

way than traditional customers and their devices. This means whole new considerations in 

different areas, like for example in customer relationship management (CRM). 
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As the nature of M2M market is very fragmented, and it consists of a lot of different 

applications and communication scenarios with different requirements and needs, it is not 

possible for a mobile network operator to serve all the customers merely with a one size fits 

all kind of a solution. Instead, it has to develop more tailored solutions to be able to serve 

M2M customers individually, and also to ensure that it will get the most out of the customers 

as a source of revenue. This is important especially in the areas of customer segmenting and 

pricing. Because of the tailored solutions and the growth in the number of customers, 

subscription management has to be done in a simple but efficient way. There must be also 

flexible support for customer management in a core network side. 

 

The growing popularity of M2M is a good thing for the whole communications ecosystem, 

because it is driving forward new innovations, and at the same time attracting new companies 

previously not familiar with M2M. In this way, consciousness of M2M and its opportunities 

increases in vast industries, and initial threshold and costs will decrease. One of the reasons is 

that there will be more and more already implemented solutions for addressing similar kind of 

needs, and it is not necessary to build everything from scratch. For a company newly adopting 

M2M, low enough initial costs (CAPEX) are needed especially during recession periods of a 

time. Also if deployment costs for a mobile network based M2M solution are too high, then 

the attractiveness of competing technologies will rise. This can be the situation for example if 

indoor coverage extensions are needed, or mobile network is not available in the deployment 

area. The more general and cheaper the solutions will come, the more will they be adopted by 

smaller and smaller companies and consumer customers. 

 

One of the biggest hurdles for wide adoption of M2M is currently the huge diversity in 

different M2M applications and the lack of standardization on different entities. When 

customized solutions are needed and solutions must be built from scratch, the initial costs will 

easily be too high. The situation is however evolving all the time, as M2M is heavily involved 

in the strategies of the different players in the telecommunications ecosystem and M2M 

standardization is concerned in parties such as 3GPP, IEEE, and ETSI. This means that M2M 

is more and more taken into account in upcoming network releases, deployments and 

upgrades. 
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3.6.2 Challenges for the network 

 

As the nature of traffic generated by M2M communications is differencing from human-

generated traffic, the special characteristics of M2M are being more and more considered in 

the evolution of cellular networks. One of the primary considerations of 3GPP is to prepare 

for possible overload scenarios caused by huge number of M2M devices [5]. The overload 

can occur either in the core network or alternatively in the radio network and it can be caused 

by the behavior of the devices or simply because of the huge number of devices. Possible 

problematic situations can be for example caused by polling of huge amount of devices at the 

same time, or multiple devices reporting or signaling during a relatively short period of time 

like for example after electricity cut offs. The problem has been approached from two 

directions: preventative solutions and solutions to handle already overloaded network [2]. In 

another words, the network is tried to improve so that the probability for overload to happen 

will be as low as possible, but if the overload situation happens, it can be solved by using 

methods like access barring etc. The network improvements are also not necessarily only 

targeted for overload situations as optimizations are at the same time increasing the general 

mobile network performance. For example, techniques used for reducing power consumption 

of M2M type of UEs can be at the same time benefitting other type of UEs as well. 

 

Another challenge for the network is to handle the addressing of the huge amount of 

terminals. The most limiting identifier is the IMSI, as there are only 9 to 10 digits available 

for one network identified with MNC [4]. The IPv4 (Internet Protocol Version 4) address 

base is also a limiting factor, but it can be handled with NATs (Network Address Translator) 

and adopting IPv6 (Internet Protocol Version 6) which has a bigger address space. The 

MSISDN address space is however not as problematic, as it could be extended to support 20 

digits [4]. 

 

A short term challenge for some of the network operators is that they might want to be re-

allocating some parts of the GSM spectrum for LTE, but as many M2M applications are still 

using GSM, refarming of the spectrum might not be possible, at least not in as wide scale as 
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they might be willing to. This means that UMTS and LTE chipsets must be cheap enough 

before overcoming GSM in its attractiveness. 

 

For the network planning, dimensioning and optimization, M2M will also introduce new 

aspects as the behavior and localization of M2M devices is different than human users. This 

means that in the future, the networks should be more and more planned from machine user‟s 

requirements point of view, if the predictions of 50 billion connected devices will come true. 

As a pre-requisite, the behavior, user distributions, customer base etc. should be known. This 

raises the importance of OSS (Operations Support System), BSS (Business Support System) 

and other supporting IT systems as tools for reporting, performance monitoring and decision 

making, and also for example for helping to handle the increased complexity in 

comprehensive customer relationship management, and taking the most out of the business 

opportunities that the M2M is offering.  

 

For the UE, the challenging aspects are depending much on the M2M application. For some 

applications it can be for example very important to ensure a long battery life time, that can 

be made better with different optimizations for the both UE and network. For example, one 

solution for signaling improvements of this kind could be to offer a possibility to initiate a 

paging procedure, which happens when the network wants to initiate communication with 

terminal [7], less frequently for low activity terminals to keep them longer time in low energy 

consumption state. Unnecessary paging requests can be also caused for example by the 

queries of bot networks, and should be taken into account especially for the devices with 

strict energy consumption requirements. 
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4 Description of the methods used 

 

This chapter focuses on the data collection system and the methodology used in the data 

analysis. Nearly the same data collection system is normally used for performance and usage 

monitoring of the network but in this study it is used to get an understanding about the 

characteristics of M2M communications. The different challenges faced during the study are 

also discussed here. 

 

4.1 Description of data collection system 

 

The overview structure of the data collection system is shown in Figure 8. The used data 

collection system is quite a unique entity with different pros and cons. One of the biggest 

advantages of the system is that it is collecting data from different sources and combining it 

coherently. It is also collecting and storing it real time. As the data is collected from multiple 

sources, it is possible to analyze various things, but it also adds more challenges because the 

data amounts are huge and must be combined together. One of the goals and a part of the 

thesis work was to investigate also how well the measurement system can be used for 

supporting R&D and MNOs purposes. 

 

4.1.1 Data collection points 

 

The main data source is a data collection application running on a data collection probes in 

front of GGSN. This data is providing the basic framework about the traffic from the core 

network point of view. The currently used data capture configuration is providing only the 

most important thing from network performance monitoring point of view, which is 

considered as the main use case of the system. In other words, the data collection system is 

not specifically built for the purposes of this study and so it is not serving all its purposes as 

well as possible. Implementation for collecting more detailed data is however available, it is 
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just a matter of configuration and hardware resources what is wanted to be collected. As the 

system is in a production use and used by many users, and there is currently a limited amount 

of hardware resources available, the configuration was kept unchanged. Even though, from 

the study point of it was limiting the possibilities to analyze certain things. Limitations are 

mainly arising because of the time resolution on traffic is sampled to be one minute, and 

combining is done with a five minute resolution. 

 

The second data source is the Operations Support System (OSS). The OSS data is coming 

from two different network nodes RNC and SGSN. On Ericsson networks, there is a 

possibility for recording various events on those nodes. This data is usually used to serve 

various different OSS applications. The data collection configuration on RNCs and SGSNs 

was also kept unchanged. For device identification and information purposes, a white list of 

devices is fetched from GSMA. The device list can be also considered as a part of OSS data 

or Equipment Identity Register (EIR) to be exact. 

 

4.1.2 Source database 

 

As the data is collected from various sources, an important part of the system is the data 

combination and collection procedure. The data from different sources is combined with a 

resolution of five minutes. This is done mainly for decreasing the amount of data which 

would be otherwise very large. Downside of doing the sampling with a five minute sampling 

frequency for the data which is already sampled once with a one minute resolution is that the 

accuracy is getting worse. But the good side is that by doing this, the amount of data is 

reduced which means more simplicity and smaller database. Even so, the whole database 

system, including all the other tables as well, is relatively large and fast operations are being 

ensured by introducing sophisticated database structures and massively parallel processing 

(MPP) techniques. All in all, the data used in the analysis is consisting of the information 

about PDP-context formations, GPRS attaches, IMEI data from GSMA, the five minute 

resoluted probe events and RNC data about the radio performance. 
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Figure 8. The data collection system in the network architecture 

 

4.1.3 Ensuring data reliability 

 

The busy hours and the behavior of machine devices are not following the same factors as the 

human communications. The examination periods were selected so that they will be 

presenting normal and stable traffic situations as much as possible. This means taking into 

account what are the possible factors causing abnormal traffic behavior for the different types 

of traffic both human and machine type. Due to these reasons, public holiday periods and 

days with known electricity breaks or other special events were left out from the analysis, and 

the effect between different days of the week and their specific traffic behavior were 

minimized by taking a mean values over a longer period of time. The old data was kept in the 

system roughly one week, which was then also a natural choice for the analyzing period. The 

same analysis and database queries were however run multiple times for different time 

moments. This was done to minimize the possibility to choose unconsciously a poor period of 

time, and also to see if there is much variance between different moments of time, as it was in 

early phase observed that the variance in the data was moderate. For example, the ever 

growing nature of traffic was evidenced for both M2M and traffic in general. The growth in 

the number of M2M subscribers was also clearly visible. For example the amount of smart 
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metering devices was almost doubled during four months period of time. The growth nature 

in the number of subscribers and in the traffic amounts was not analyzed in a detail. It is 

however rather easy to do if it is wanted to be done for example for a specific customer or 

device population. However, for data reliability reasons, the values must be collected from 

sufficient long period of time. 

 

4.1.4 Ensuring data anonymity 

 

As the collected data contains a lot of sensitive and private information about customers, it is 

important to ensure privacy and anonymity and handle the collected data in harmony with the 

law. The most important Finnish laws concerning the traffic measurement data handling are 

Act on the protection of Privacy in Electronic Communications (516/2004) [45] and the 

Personal Data Act (523/1999) [13] [46]. According to these laws, data handling is only 

allowed to the extent necessary for the purpose of such handling, for example billing, 

statistical analysis, research, marketing, technical development, detecting a technical fault etc. 

After the data handling, the material should be deleted or anonymized. 

 

4.1.5 How to filter out everything else than M2M 

 

One of the most essential prerequisites for the analysis of M2M traffic is to be able to filter 

out all the other traffic than M2M. In the data collection setup used, the filtering is done after 

the data capturing. Meaning that, all the other than M2M traffic is also recorded and stored 

into the database and raw files, and the filtering of M2M is then done afterwards. The 

filtering can be divided into two different parts: filtering of M2M devices and filtering of 

M2M traffic. As discussed in section 3.1, those are not necessarily always matching to the 

same communication scenario. The best way of filtering is also depending on what is wanted 

to be analyzed. 

 

The M2M device identification method used in the study is mainly based on the device type 

information in the terminal device list, which is maintained and provided by GSMA as a 
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“white list” of devices, permitted for use on mobile networks [11]. MNO can use this list of 

devices and their TACs as a part of its EIR. The information in the GSMA‟s list is not 

perfectly containing device type information for all the possible M2M devices, as it is on the 

device manufacturer‟s responsibility to provide that data. Because of data blanks on the list, it 

is enriched with information about M2M devices used through operators known M2M APNs. 

Even though the operator has M2M dedicated APNs, it was quite early observed that the 

dedicated APNs are also been used with non-M2M dedicated devices like USB dongle 

modems and the use case cannot be easily determined. This makes it a bit challenging to 

analyze all the possible aspects perfectly, as it is a matter of personal opinion if this kind of 

communication scenario should be considered as M2M or not. For example, it can be clearly 

said that a particular device (e.g. USB modem) should not be considered as a purely M2M 

device, but judging the traffic is more complicated and nearly all the possible devices can be 

used for M2M. As it is not possible to have a general modus operandi and apply it for all the 

possible cases, every communication scenario should be analyzed case by case, which is of 

course not relevant to do as a network wide operation, and so, some error margin must be 

accepted. In the study, the device type information of GSMA‟s list is filtered so that M2M is 

expected to be everything where device type information field is either „M2M‟ or device type 

is unknown, but the device is used through known M2M dedicated APN. Although, one 

exception is done for clearly remote maintenance type of usage through a known APN for 

which the device type field is „PC‟. 

 

A different approach for filtering M2M traffic would be to use subscriber data, e.g. IMSI or 

MSISDN. As the MNOs want to be serving their customers with unique offerings aka 

marketing mixes to get the most out of them, MNOs are more and more concerning the 

customer segmenting already in the acquisition phase. In this way, customer data could be 

already grouped by the type of a customer, e.g. consumer, M2M, corporate, or even more in 

detail, if the M2M is split on smaller pieces. However, as the M2M is still quite a young 

market, bigger M2M specific investments are only just coming up in the future. Because of 

that reason, the easy ways to analyze M2M subscriptions or M2M KPIs with a simple 

solution are still waiting for themselves. Although the procedures used in this study are a one 

step towards. Customers can be identified from the traffic by their IMSI or MSISDN, and it is 
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possible to use customer data based information for either M2M traffic filtering, or just 

enriching the data and the analysis, when the actual filtering is done for example device 

based. Which is also the main approach used in this thesis. 

 

The third way for filtering would be to do it based on IP addresses. The problem with IP 

traffic based identification is that, as the network operators are widely using dynamic IP 

address allocation, it cannot be fully relied on [13]. However, for a static IP addresses it can 

be reliably used as an identification method. 

 

As the implementation of EIR and OSS is left rather open in the standards, and the only 

compulsory part of EIR, is the “white list” of devices, as specified in [47]. It is very much up 

to the operator what data it wants to store, and what are the use cases and applications for the 

actual utilization of the data. It is depending a lot on the operator‟s stored data and the EIR 

system capabilities how easy and useful it is to match it with a specific user or equipment 

filtering based M2M data. But if it is done, it can give extra value and new viewpoints for the 

analysis.  

 

4.2 M2M Grouping 

 

One of the very first plans for this thesis was to investigate the characteristics and the use 

cases of M2M, so that it would be possible to divide the M2M traffic into categories and form 

groups having similarities in behavior or use case. The aim was to do this because the 

information could be then used as an input for different improvements and optimizations on 

the network side, for example for group based M2M handling mechanism [1], but another 

goal was to give an insight about the current deployment and a market state of M2M. 

Sophisticated grouping would also give a nice overview of the M2M market. 

 

The selection between different alternative grouping methods is however not that self-

evident. The way how to form groups is very much dependent on what is wanted to be 

achieved, and what is wanted to be analyzed. It can be done emphasizing on different criteria, 
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for example the market potentiality or share, priority, traffic characteristics or a combination 

of these. The group forming can be also done with an emphasis on the future aspects, for 

example if there is a need to prepare for a certain type of traffic types, or if there is a need to 

build grouping on a fly aka pattern recognition features for reporting, performance 

monitoring, billing or etc. purposes. One popular grouping method for the network traffic 

measurements in general is to form the categories based on different characteristics of the 

traffic like jitter, burstiness, Inter Arrival Time (IAT) etc. This kind of information combined 

with application requirements is then possible to be used for example to form QoS 

classifications in addition to an evaluation of the priorities of different types of traffic.  

 

Another decision needed to be done is selecting the precision in the group forming, in another 

words the amount of different groups. In the end, it is all about the benefits of different 

stakeholders, which are the most important key characteristics to be used for group forming 

and what is the most suitable resolution. In general, it is important to understand the 

application and the needed accuracy, as there will be anyhow randomness involved. 

 

The aim for the grouping used in this thesis is to do it from top-down perspective. Meaning 

that, the groups are done based on the application of M2M. Even so, the currently used M2M 

applications were first identified based on an analysis from the network perspective but also 

based on information from the operator. As a starting point, the grouping given in Table 2 

was used. The categorization used in the analysis, is however slightly differing from the 

initial categorization in chapter 3.3, the reason for this was the get better matching with the 

actual observed application groups. 

 

In practice, the grouping was done based on the APNs and for unknown APNs, TAC was 

used as an identifier to classify devices which clearly are only used for one specific type of an 

application. TAC based device grouping is however problematic because most of the devises 

can be used for multiple applications as the TAC is only referring to a mobile chip or a card, 

which can be then integrated into a devices of different kind. However, it was possible to for 

example to filter out all the point of sales type of devices from taxi companies‟ APNs. In 

general, the APN based grouping was done by examining the APNs and the customer behind 
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them one by one and giving them the qualification. A problematic thing about the APN based 

grouping was the uneven distribution of APN amounts on the different application groups. 

Especially, tracking, security and health are the kind of use cases where the number of studied 

APNs is very small, whereas on the contrary, the number of studied smart metering APNs is 

relatively large. 

 

4.3 Speculations of what is analyzed and why 

 

The starting point for the analysis was to identify M2M users and devices. It was needed as a 

prerequisite for any other M2M related analysis, but in addition, user and device base 

knowledge is useful information already on its own, and it was also analyzed because it gives 

a good overview about the current M2M deployments. That is why the amount of subscribers 

per device type and per M2M application group is studied in more detail. The measured 

variables are the amount of active subscribers per a device and application group, and the 

amount of transmitted data per a subscriber for different devices and application groups. In 

practice, this is done by introducing database queries, which are calculating statistics from a 

floating time window of a one week for a specified M2M application group or device type. In 

addition, a study about the most popular devices was done. 

 

As the radio systems, GSM and UMTS are such different from their radio aspects, and a huge 

amount of M2M devices are causing a strong impact on the radio network, radio parameters 

were also investigated. This was done to give an overview what is the current share between 

GERAN and UTRAN usage for M2M, but also in general for all the devices in the network. 

Some of the scenarios for M2M improvements are highly related to the radio performance 

and mobility. The measurement setup was however limited only for the radio data of UTRAN 

and so, for example handover, mobility and radio performance studies are not possible to 

analyze with the current measurement setup for GERAN. That is a bit of problem as the 

current M2M devices are still highly dependent on GSM. The radio performance studies done 

were limited to study UTRAN and the radio performance (RSCP, Ec/No) for its users. 
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4.4 Challenges of the study 

 

As the used source data has information about all the PS traffic in the mobile network, the 

amount of incoming and stored data is massive. Big scale database systems are costly, and it 

is important to consider what is necessary to collect, and how long the old data is stored. As 

discussed in section 4.1.2, the problem is approached by introducing a sampling procedure. 

As the used sampling procedure is a two-step process, first done with a one minute sampling 

resolution and then with a five minute resolution, a part of the accuracy is lost when the data 

is either averaged or combined from multiple events. This means that the detailed information 

about packet and session levels is lost, and many interesting analyzing aspects such as arrival 

processes and packet sizes cannot be done. However, already with the current data it was 

sometimes a demanding and time taking task to process and handle the big amounts of 

collected data. It was also a challenge to come up with the best ways to treat and visualize the 

data due to the high data diversity and variability. That would be especially a challenge if a 

model is wanted to be build based on the data characteristics. 

 

Another problematic aspect was the partly missing data entries and the low data reliability. 

This had to be mainly concerned for the device data provided by the GSMA. The GSMA‟s 

data was however one of the cornerstones of the M2M device identification and critical to be 

valid and up to date. The other missing entries were mainly caused by the fact that the data 

collection was designed for the analysis of UMTS network and all of the GSM aspects were 

not included. 
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5 Results 

 

This chapter goes through the findings and results of the study. The results are given 

application and device specifically, but for comparison and overview purposes, some of the 

values are also calculated over the whole device population on the network. 

 

5.1 RAN usage 

 

The general assumption of the radio access capabilities of M2M devices is that they are 

mostly only GSM capable, because of the cheap prices of GSM chipsets. Even though GSM 

is currently dominating access technology, the number of UMTS capable devices is expected 

to be growing. Another quite a usual assumption concerning especially the smart metering 

devices is that the transmissions are happening more in UL than DL direction. 

 

The first assumption was found to be true. For all the PS traffic in the network, roughly 81% 

of the data is going through UTRAN, but for M2M this utilization rate is only 35%, as shown 

Table 3 and Table 4. For the PDP activations and GPRS attaches the values are even smaller. 

This indicates that the total amount of transmitted data is bigger for a session happening in 

UTRAN than GERAN. This is of course natural for a faster access method. It is also self-

evident to prefer faster access technology and UMTS capable device, if there is a need to 

transmit big amounts of data. In spite of the GSM dominance in M2M traffic, surprisingly the 

top two most popular devices are UMTS capable. The amount of these two popular devices 

was nearly doubled between January 2012 and March 2012, and it is expected that the values 

in Table 4 are changing all the time when more and more new UMTS capable electricity 

devices are installed. The popular devices are analyzed more in section 5.3. 

 

The assumption of UL dominance was found out not to be totally true. 63 % of M2M traffic 

was transmitted on DL direction, which is though less than the value calculated over the 

whole traffic in the network 87 %, but still it seems that the UL is not the dominating 

direction for M2M traffic. Only smart metering and security applications seem to be having 
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more UL than DL traffic. This is also shown later in Table 6. Also, it seems to be so that the 

traffic in GERAN has relatively bigger amount of UL than the traffic carried over UTRAN. It 

must be noted that the data shown in Table 3 and Table 4 is not totally reliable. The 

information about the used RAN was not available for all the transmissions, and when the 

data was not available, it was assumed to be GERAN traffic. This assumption means that, in 

the cases of inter-system handover (ISHO) between UMTS and GSM, all the traffic is 

assumed to be carried over GERAN, and so the portions of GERAN traffic are looking larger 

than they are in the reality. 

 

Table 3. RAN usage, all users (including non-M2M) (1/2012) 

RAN Traffic % DL/(DL+UL) % 

Share of PDP 

activations % 

Share of GPRS 

attaches % 

GERAN 19.2 83.6 32.7 49.1 

UTRAN 80.8 88.4 67.3 58.1 

 

Table 4. RAN usage, M2M users (1/2012) 

RAN Traffic % DL/(DL+UL) % 

Share of PDP 

activations % 

Share of GPRS 

attaches % 

GERAN 65.3 57.4 84.4 77.1 

UTRAN 34.7 74.3 15.6 22.9 

 

5.2 M2M Application Groups 

 

The purpose of this section is to first give an overview of the different M2M applications, 

their popularity in terms of active subscribers and transmitted data amounts, and overall radio 

performance. After the overview, the same things are analyzed application group specifically. 

For comparison reasons, some average values over the whole network are also presented. As 

the data is collected from RNC, the radio performance is only investigated for the UMTS 

capable devices. 
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5.2.1 Overview of transmission behavior and application popularity 

 

According to the measurement results shown in Table 5, the M2M sector seems to be still a 

rather small. M2M proportion of active subscribers using PS services is around 5-7%. An 

active subscriber means in this context, that the subscriber should have had at least one PS 

data transmission during the measured week. In general, the M2M users are sending relatively 

small data amounts, and so the M2M users are only producing roughly 0.02 % of the total 

user plane traffic. The portion of UL data is a bit larger (0.05 %) than the portion of the DL 

data (0.01 %), which indicates that typical M2M user traffic is consisting of relatively more 

UL transmissions than a typical network user in general. 

 

Table 5. M2M proportions of total traffic (3/2012) 

Direction Portion of total % 

UL 0.0536 

DL 0.0107 

Total (UL+DL) 0.0159 

Active users 5-7% 

 

The proportions of the subscribers on different applications groups among the active M2M 

subscribers are shown in Figure 9. It can be clearly seen that most of the M2M subscriptions, 

roughly one third of them are used for smart metering purposes. The second biggest 

proportion in the Figure 9 is unknown M2M, which is including all the subscriptions whose 

application was not possible to be determined. This was due to a reason that most of these 

subscribers were using public Internet APN with a multipurpose device. Based on the devices 

used, probably most of these subscribers are smart metering users but it cannot be surely 

known. Instead, it can be confidently said that the second biggest application group is the 

payment. These devices are also partly used through a public Internet APN but they are still 

included and identified here, as it was possible to identify them by their TAC. For a certain 

type of M2M applications it may be attractive to use normal subscriptions and the public 

Internet APN depending on the operator‟s pricing decisions. From the current subscriber base 

point of view, smart metering and payment are the major type of applications, and so they 
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should be considered the most. Although, as the total amounts of potential customers, or the 

growth potentiality on each application group cannot be judged from the results, others 

cannot be thrown aside either. 

 

Share of subscribers

Payment

8 %

Smart metering:

76 %

Remote maintenance

3 %

Security

0 %

Tracking

0 %

Taxi and Transport

1 %

Health

0 %

Unknown

12 %

 
Figure 9. Proportions of applications (3/2012) 

 

Figure 10 is showing how the traffic amounts are divided between different application 

groups. The unclassified M2M traffic is left out from the figure as it contains a few heavy 

users with an enormous amount of transmitted data. These subscriptions having a heavy user 

traffic profile can be for example wireless access points with a mobile network backbone and 

lots of users connected to them. The traffic amount of the unknown segment of 12% of 

subscribers is covering roughly 70% of the whole analyzed traffic. As the saying goes, a 

small portion of users are generating the most of traffic. 
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Biggest part, 70% of remaining 30% of total traffic is generated by smart metering. This is 

natural, as most of the users are of that type. The second biggest group after smart metering is 

the payment. Taxi and transport applications are found out to be forming the third biggest 

group.  

Share of traffic (UL+DL) excl. unknown M2M

Payment

16 %

Smart metering:

70 %

Remote maintenance

5 %

Security

1 %

Tracking

1 %

Taxi and Transport

6 %

Health

1 %

 
Figure 10. Proportions of traffic (3/2012) 

 

Dividing of the total traffic amounts per number of subscribers gives a following Table 6, 

which is also visualized in a Figure 11. The mean values are however a little bit poor metric 

for describing the whole subscriber population and their traffic distribution. Especially, if the 

values are calculated from a rather short period of data, like the values in Table 6 are 

collected from only one week period of time. The unreliability is visible also in the big 

standard deviation values. The effect of long tail is also causing the mean values to be larger 

than the typical values. Despite the fact, mean values and standard deviations are still giving a 

quick approximate about the distribution. Even though, reliability of values for the 
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applications with a small popularity is very unreliable. As it is, especially for the values given 

for security, health and tracking. The groups with the lowest amount of subscribers are 

entirely left out from some of the analysis in terms of data reliability and ensuring anonymity. 

 

To get a better picture how the traffic is divided inside a specific application group, 

cumulative distribution functions (CDF) are drawn for downlink in  

Figure 12 and for uplink in Figure 13. Combined UL and DL distribution histograms for 

specific application groups are given in APPENDIX A: Application specific kB/IMSI/day 

histograms.  

 

Usually, M2M is presumed to be consisting of a large number of terminals and to a large 

extent relatively small amount of data to transmit, e.g. [1].  This assumption seems to be best 

fulfilled by the smart metering and remote maintenance use cases. The payment use case is 

fulfilling the small transmission amounts criteria for its UL, but on the DL there are rather 

large amounts of data transmitted. For taxi and transport applications and for the DL of 

payment the CDF is almost linear, which can be caused for example by periodically 

broadcasted reporting. The irregularities in the CDF curves are caused by mainly two reasons: 

either a small amount of subscribers, like in the case of security curve, or for example in the 

case of smart metering, it can be explained by the fact that the group is consisting of devices 

used for different purposes and by different subscribers. This can be also well seen from the 

histogram on Figure 21. 

 

Table 6. Amount of traffic per subscriber (1/2012) 

Application Total 
(UL+DL) 
kB/IMSI/day 

Standard 
deviation of 
total 
kB/IMSI/day 

DL 
kB/IMSI/day 

UL 
kB/IMSI/day 

DL/(DL+UL) 
% 

Payment 176 87 149 27 85 

Smart metering 29 126 11 18 38 

Remote 
maintenance 

45 235 25 20 55 

Security 160 312 62 98 39 

Tracking 2946 2583 1879 1067 64 

Taxi and transport 490 422 253 237 52 

Health 621 307 324 300 52 

Unknown 768 8659 511 257 67 

All M2M in total 169 3476 108 61 64 
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Figure 11. M2M mean kB/IMSI/day (1/2012) 
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Figure 12. Cumulative distribution function DL kB/IMSI/day (4/2012) 
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Figure 13. Cumulative Distribution Function UL kB/IMSI/day (4/2012) 

 

The more specifically a certain homogenous application or device group is being analyzed, 

the more similarities are found, also it is more and more likely to have similarities in a traffic 

and radio parameters. Vice versa, the more diverse subscriber group and collection of 

different applications is analyzed, the more visible is the long tail effect. This means more 

uniform probability density functions as different values are more and more equally spread. 

The behavior can be seen from the CDF figures, but also from the traffic distributions given 

for all the active PS data users in Figure 14, and comparing it with a Figure 15 which is 

showing the similar distribution for only M2M type of users. 30% of all users are transmitting 

0 to 145 kilobytes per day, but when looking into M2M users, 95% of the users fit into the 0 

to 145 kilobyte per day interval. For the both, it still applies that typically users are 

transmitting smaller amounts of data than what the mean value is indicating. The similar 

behaviors are also applying for M2M application group specific kB/IMSI/day histograms in 

Appendix A.  
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Figure 14. Whole network (active users), kB/day distribution, lightest 30% of users (3/2012) 
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Figure 15. M2M users, kB/day distribution, lightest 93% of users 
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5.2.2 Overview of the radio performance 

 

The radio performance is judged by two parameters: RSCP and Ec/No. The given RSCP and 

Ec/No values are indicating the values for a connected cell and they are collected from UE‟s 

measurement reports when the user is actively transmitting or receiving. This means a direct 

linkage to the user perceived QoS, as the analyzed values are indicating about the experienced 

coverage, interference, bit error rates (BER) and capacity. 

 

For RSCP and Ec/No, the mean values are giving a rather good starting point for comparisons 

between the application groups. These mean values for RSCP are given in Figure 16, and the 

mean values for Ec/No are given in Figure 17. The distribution of experienced RSCP and 

Ec/No values are presented as CDFs in Figure 18 and Figure 19. Distribution histograms are 

given in APPENDIX B: Application specific radio performance. 

 

When looking into the RSCP mean values, devices used for remote maintenance and security 

applications seems to be experiencing better received power levels than the network average -

83 dBm. The remaining groups: taxi and transport, smart metering and tracking are reporting 

received power values worse than average. It is notable how good the RSCP values of 

security applications are. The mean value is almost 7 dB better than the network average, and 

70% of the reported values are better than the network average as seen in Figure 18. The 

reason probably lies in the high reliability requirements of this type of applications. If the 

coverage is not good enough, that mobile network is either not used at all or the coverage is 

built in cooperation with the MNO. 

 

Ec/No values for M2M applications are in general slightly worse than the network average -

6.8 dB. Only the mean Ec/No value for smart metering is better than that. When looking into 

the CDF of smart metering there seems to be a big amount of very good Ec/No values 

reported. The good Ec/No values for smart meters, can be partly explained by their 

transmission schedule. The transmissions are usually happening during a night time or other 

non-busy hour moments of time, which means less users and better Ec/No. In [48] it is noted 
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that because of the limited power on CPICH (Common Pilot Channel), the maximum 

achievable Ec/No would be close to -3 dB. The errors in Ec/No reports are having an impact 

on cell selection and handover procedures. Interesting observation about taxi and transport 

devices is that they seem to have clearly the worst Ec/No performance. This is probably 

mainly caused by their mobility but it might be also indication of a situation described in 

section 3.3.2, where lots of users are packed under a same cell, for example if the taxis are at 

a taxi stop. In general, the movement of devices is decreasing the performance as it means 

challenging mobility management and more handovers to occur, which is then affecting as a 

worsen Ec/No because of the inter-cell interference. The worsen radio performance of the 

devices used for taxi and transport can be also partly explained by the fact that the car body is 

simply attenuating the signal. This kind of loss is typically between 3 dB and 10 dB, 

depending on the car and location of the device [34]. However, the devices can be also 

connected to an external antenna, which can have a better sensitivity than the one attached on 

the device. It is likely that at least some of the smart metering devices are having external 

antennas. This can be seen from Figure 18, so that 30 % of the smart metering devices are 

having a better RSCP than in general. As the smart metering installation is static, it is also 

very much likely that the good enough coverage is ensured on the installation phase, or 

otherwise the device is not installed at all or the operator is changed. 

 

All in all, it can be concluded that the moving devices and the ones that are likely to be used 

in crowded areas or in the edges of coverage areas are experiencing the worst radio 

performance. 
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Figure 16. RSCP mean values (1/2012) 
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Figure 17. Ec/No mean values (4/2012) 
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Figure 18. Cumulative distribution function of RSCP (3/2012) 
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Figure 19. Cumulative distribution function of Ec/No (3/2012) 
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5.3 The Most popular devices 

 

As the smart metering was found out to be the most popular M2M application, the devices 

used for smart metering are also showing up as the most popular M2M devices. The top 10 

most popular devices and their relative proportions of the all M2M devices, use cases and 

UTRAN capabilities are presented in Table 7 and in Figure 20. The big amounts of same 

devices in a similar kind of use can be explained by the fact that for example big energy 

companies are ordering a big chunk of same devices at once, and also the initial installations 

are done during a rather short time span. A typical M2M UE is however not confined for only 

one type of usage. Usually the part of UE, which is providing the connectivity, is only a small 

chip which can be then included as a part of other functionalities. This makes it a bit hard to 

know the use case of a certain module on the network, even if the device model is known. 

Only the point of sales terminals seems to be using specific single purpose wireless modules, 

and so they can be identified based on TAC. 

 

An interesting fact about the most popular devices is that, the two most popular devices are 

both having an UMTS support. This means that over a half of the M2M users are having a 

UMTS capable device, which of course does not mean that the device would be always used 

in UMTS network, as it is possible to select GSM network in use, either automatically based 

on radio conditions or manually forcing it by the device. Despite the fact, it is interesting to 

see that the devices with a UMTS capability, and so a possibility to achieve high data rates, 

are used for smart metering, the M2M application which has relatively the smallest traffic 

amounts on both DL and UL directions. 

 

The popularities of different M2M use cases shown in Figure 9. Proportions of applications 

(3/2012)are also visible, when looking the use cases in the listing of the most popular devices 

in Table 7, as most of the popular devices are used for smart metering or payment. Also the 

share between the UL and DL proportions and transmission amounts on the device level 

seems to be on the same order as for the whole application groups, which is natural as these 

particular devices are forming a big portion of the total device base. However, the 
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Table 8 also shows the diversity inside the different application groups, as smart metering 

applications using Enfora GSM0308-71 devices are transmitting ultra-low amounts of data 

compared to the average smart metering values. This indicates that the transmission behavior 

is depending on the monitored asset and the application behind the monitoring. 

 

Table 7. Top 10 most popular devices: proportions, use cases and WCDMA capability (3/2012) 

Model Vendor 

Percentage of 
active M2M 
Subscribers % Use case 

UMTS 
support 

EU3-E Cinterion Wireless Modules 40.14 Smart metering x 

EU3-P Cinterion Wireless Modules 10.20 Smart metering x 

TC65i Cinterion Wireless Modules 9.46 
Smart metering, 
Health - 

HiLo Ingenico FR Sagem Communications 8.54 Payment - 

TC65 
Siemens AG / Cinterion 
Wireless Modules 6.67 

Smart metering, 
Health - 

EFT930, EFT930-
G, EFT930S-GEM Ingenico 2.85 Payment - 

Cellular Engine 
MC35i Siemens AG 2.32 

Smart metering, 
Taxi and 
transport - 

MC55i Cinterion Wireless Modules 1.63 Smart metering - 

GE864-QUAD Telit Communications SpA 1.57 
Smart metering, 
Security - 

GSM0308-71 Enfora 1.44 Smart metering - 
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Table 8. Top 10 most popular devices: traffic behavior (3/2012) 

Model Vendor kB/IMSI/day 
STDEV 
kB/IMSI/day 

DL/ 
(UL+DL)
% 

EU3-E Cinterion Wireless Modules 32.45 131.53 35.40 

EU3-P Cinterion Wireless Modules 16.66 30.24 42.45 

TC65i Cinterion Wireless Modules 42.95 107.38 48.42 

HiLo Ingenico FR Sagem Communications 62.53 41.17 80.95 

TC65 
Siemens AG / Cinterion 
Wireless Modules 74.20 695.96 55.84 

EFT930, EFT930-
G, EFT930S-GEM Ingenico 51.93 45.69 82.95 

Cellular Engine 
MC35i Siemens AG 110.68 226.79 63.67 

MC55i Cinterion Wireless Modules 125.52 708.06 48.34 

GE864-QUAD Telit Communications SpA 184.51 426.39 28.25 

GSM0308-71 Enfora 1.33 0.12 43.42 
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Figure 20. The most popular devices 
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6 Conclusions 

 

The thesis started by introducing the 3GPP mobile network architecture, terminology and the 

basic concepts for providing packet switched data services over them. All the currently used 

3GPP mobile networking technologies from second generation systems to fourth generation 

systems were considered as they are all important for providing the current and future 

connectivity for M2M devices. To be able to understand what M2M is all about, Chapter 3 

was giving an introduction about the background, concepts, ecosystem and challenges. Top-

down approach was used for considering the requirements of different M2M groups. M2M 

application grouping given in [1] was used as a starting point. A major part of the study was 

the performed measurements from an operators functioning mobile network. The data 

collection system and the methodologies were described in Chapter 4. The results of the study 

were finally revealed and discussed in Chapter 5. 

 

The study revealed what is the current status of different kind of M2M deployments in the 

examined cellular network, and how are they performing. After all, M2M was found out to be 

currently still a small market segment consisting of many small niche applications. The 

proportion of M2M in terms of total traffic and subscriber amounts was found out to be still 

small compared to total amounts in the examined network. Despite the fact, especially the 

number of M2M users is expected to be growing radically. The small traffic amounts are 

explained by the nature of end-user applications and are in harmony with 3GPP‟s 

presumptions [1]. The most popular application is currently smart metering and the second 

most popular is payment. The popularity of smart metering is highly driven by regulations. 

Even though the amount of smart metering users is large, a single device is transmitting low 

amounts of data. Among all the studied M2M application groups, smart metering users are on 

average transmitting the smallest amounts of data, whereas the heaviest application was found 

out to be tracking. 

 

The most of the M2M traffic is still carried in the GSM network, even though the majority of 

M2M subscribers are equipped with UMTS capable devices. The two most popular devices 
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are both UMTS capable and only they alone are already covering roughly half of the active 

M2M subscribers. Majority of M2M device models are however only having the GSM 

capability. Surprisingly, the most of UMTS capable devices are used for smart metering 

which is the lightest application among the ones studied. However, the advanced device 

capabilities and improvements in the networks are enablers for introducing heavier 

applications later on. M2M is currently greatly concerned in the standardizing phase of 3GPP 

networks. However, as the ARPU for M2M is relatively small and operators need to invest a 

lot for enabling the adequate connectivity and capacity, new business and pricing models 

might be needed.  

 

The radio performance was found to be highly differing between the studied M2M 

applications. In general, the worst performance is experienced by the applications with a high 

mobility, whereas the stabile devices are performing better. Also it was found that there exists 

a rather big difference in the radio performance of different UE models, even if the M2M 

application and device vendor are the same. 

 

6.1 Future development and research 

 

In the study, the daily transmission amounts were calculated as an average from a time period 

of one week. It would be interesting to dig in a bit deeper and study the arrival processes, 

transmitted data amounts and packet sizes in a flow or packet level. This kind of a study was 

intended to be done as a part of this thesis but because of the current data collection system 

and sampling resolution of the measurements it was not possible. 

 

Another interesting thing to study would be to look what are the amounts of signaling versus 

user plane data for different M2M applications. This way the possible optimization concerns 

could be already targeted for a certain type of use cases, if such aspects are revealed. 

 

Nice thing about the used always on kind of a data collection system is that, as the data is 

collected and stored in real time, it gives an opportunity to build reporting services for real 
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time QoS, data amounts etc. monitoring. Meaning that in theory, it would be possible to 

implement a solution for automatically monitoring and reporting the progression of different 

aspects, like for example the ones analyzed in this study. Especially this gives a great 

opportunity to follow the changes in market and different KPIs.  
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APPENDIX A: Application specific kB/IMSI/day histograms 

 

This appendix gives a visual presentation of the total transmission amounts per subscriber 

including both UL and DL traffic. The data is visualized by sampling the data with best fitting 

window sizes and forming groups. The figures are giving an insight about the distribution of 

different users based on their average traffic amount per day, calculated from a period of one 

week. The similar kB/IMSI/day distributions with a separation of UL and DL traffic are 

visualized in cumulative form in  

Figure 12 and Figure 13. 
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Figure 21. Smart metering, kB/day distribution, the lightest 85% of users (3/2012) 
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Figure 22. Remote maintenance, kB/day distribution, the lightest 84 % of users (3/2012) 
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Figure 23. Payment, kB/day distribution, the lightest 98 % of users (3/2012) 
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Figure 24. Security, kB/day distribution, the lightest 97% of users (3/2012) 
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Figure 25. Taxi and transport, kB/day distribution, the lightest 79% of users (3/2012) 
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APPENDIX B: Application specific radio performance 

 

In this section, radio performances of the different M2M application groups are presented as 

histograms of UEs experienced RSCP and Ec/No. The values used for the calculations are the 

ones received from an active cell. Some of the values taken into the calculations are already 

average values of multiple reported values during the five minutes sampling window. The 

effect of the averaging is however assumed to be rather small. The histograms are calculated 

from all the values available on the database from roughly one week period of time. 

 

As all the observed payment devices are currently only GSM capable, radio performance 

information for payment use case is not available. For making the comparisons easier, RSCP 

and Ec/No histograms are first calculated over the whole network and over all the seen M2M, 

in addition to the application group specific values. 
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Figure 26. RSCP whole network, all devices (3/2012) 
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Figure 27. Ec/No whole network (all devices) (3/2012) 
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Figure 28. RSCP all M2M (3/2012) 
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Figure 29. Ec/No all M2M (3/2012) 
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Figure 30. Smart metering RSCP distribution (3/2012) 
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Figure 31. Smart metering Ec/No distribution (3/2012) 
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Figure 32. Remote maintenance RSCP distribution (3/2012) 
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Figure 33. Remote maintenance Ec/No distribution (3/2012) 
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Figure 34. Security RSCP distribution (3/2012) 
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Figure 35. Security Ec/No distribution (3/2012) 
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Figure 36. Tracking RSCP distribution (3/2012) 
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Figure 37. Tracking Ec/No distribution (3/2012) 
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Figure 38. Taxi and transport RSCP distribution (3/2012) 
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Figure 39. Taxi and transport Ec/No distribution (3/2012) 
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APPENDIX C: Cinterion EU3-P and EU3-E 
 

This appendix takes a deeper look into the two most popular devices: Cinterion EU3-E and 

EU3-P. On paper, the difference between Cinterion EU3-E and EU3-P is the number of 

supported UMTS bands [49]. EU3-P supports 850, 900 and 2100 MHz UMTS bands while 

EU3-E is capable for operating only on 900 and 2100 MHz UMTS bands [49]. The analyzed 

network is however only built on 900 and 2100 MHz bands, meaning that EU3-P is not 

gaining better performance in terms of supported bands. Despite the fact, EU3-P seems to be 

reporting generally better RSCP than EU3-E. This can be seen from Figure 40, Figure 42 and 

Figure 43. As the both devices are having an interface for external antenna, and the amount of 

external antenna installations and locations are not known, it is hard to do reliable conclusions 

about the observed RSCP values. As the hardware is almost the same, it can be expected that 

the installation ways are playing a big role, and one way or another EU3-Ps are experiencing 

better RSCP. 

 

If RSCP values are a bit hard to judge because of the unknown installation ways, same 

applies partly for Ec/No values as well, due to their relation and correlation properties. The 

Ec/No values for EU3-E and EU3-P are visualized in Figure 41, Figure 44 and Figure 45. It is 

interesting to see how EU3-E is performing better for the best 40% of measured values, but in 

general EU3-P is performing better in terms of Ec/No. Both of these devices are in average 

reporting better Ec/No values than what is the average in network, which also explains the so 

good Ec/No values of smart metering as speculated in section 5.2.2. 
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Figure 40. Cumulative distribution function of RSCP (Cinterion EU3-P & EU3-E) (3/2012) 
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Figure 41. Cumulative distribution function of Ec/No (Cinterion EU3-P & EU3-E) (3/2012) 
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Figure 42. RSCP Cinterion EU3-P (3/2012) 
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Figure 43. RSCP Cinterion EU3-E (3/2012) 
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Figure 44. Ec/No Cinterion EU3-P (3/2012) 
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Figure 45. Ec/No Cinterion EU3-E (3/2012) 

 


